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Moneyball & Value Investing
Todd E. Gray, Portfolio Manager

S

igns of spring are all around us. Tulips and crocuses

oped by Beane were not accepted as conventional wis-

are sprouting forth from the ground and the faith-

dom by baseball’s upper echelon, players who had high

ful Red Sox fans are wondering if the old town team

scores when evaluated by these new indicators were gen-

will have enough pitching to be able to beat their arch

erally paid far less than the average player. This allowed

rivals, the New York Yankees. With another baseball

Beane to build a highly successful team with one of the

season beginning I wanted to try to develop a theme

lowest payrolls in professional baseball. In 2002, the

between two favorite American pastimes ~ base-

year Michael Lewis wrote his book, Oakland won 103

ball and stock investing. This desire led me

kees, with a payroll of $41 million compared

to think about the Michael Lewis book,

to the $125 million spent by the Yankees.

“Moneyball” which was recently made
into a movie starring Brad Pitt. Al-

T

he connection between this book

though this book is a story about how

and stock investing is that inves-

the Oakland Athletics built a highly

tors frequently tend to become enrap-

competitive professional baseball team

tured with the products or technology

in 2002 with far less monetary resourc-

offered by certain companies and end up

es, I think that the approach used by Billy
Beane, the team’s general manager, lends itself
well to the process of buying stocks.

T

games, the same number as the New York Yan-

paying too much for their stock. To their
dismay, they may find that these stocks underperform not only the broad market but the stocks of com-

surrounds

panies offering less popular, less exciting, products or

Beane’s belief that the collected wisdom of base-

services. Often this is simply a result of buying a stock

ball insiders that had been used over the past century

when it is trading at excessive valuation levels. At the

to evaluate and compensate players was subjective and

Trust Company of Vermont we believe that one of the

often flawed. The book outlines the new types of sta-

important keys to beating the market is to be vigilant in

tistical analysis that Beane and the management of the

not overpaying for a stock. With all of the investment

Oakland Athletics used to evaluate indicators of offen-

information available, it becomes easy for a large num-

sive success. Because these indicators of success devel-

ber of investors to fall in love with a stock for similar

he central premise of Moneyball

reasons. When this happens the value of a stock can
easily get inflated, resulting in investors overpaying for
a company, thereby reducing potential future returns.

O

Will Justice Thwart Forest Conservation?
Tribune Company note holders, retirees, and Deutsche

ur portfolio managers may use different

Bank sued the company’s former shareholders for billions

methods of determining what price represents a

of dollars, alleging the 2007 buyout of the owner of the

“reasonable” amount to pay, but we all agree that it is

Chicago Tribune and Los Angeles Times forced it to file

important to buy a stock when it is trading at a discount

for bankruptcy. One of our clients had previously added a

to the fair value of the

small number of shares of the Tribune stock to his account

company. If the price of

and we sold the shares before the date of ownership subject

a company we want to

to litigation. Eventually, we were removed as a defendant, at

purchase is above what

some cost. That said, we

we believe represents

are still receiving court

fair value, we prefer to

pleas and notices once or

wait until the price drops sufficiently enough below fair

twice a week on average.

value to offer market-beating returns with less volatility.

The pile grows. Since we

With the market up substantially since the bottom of

took this picture, we have

the bear market in March of 2009, and having risen

added

substantially over the past six months, it is becoming

another inch.

approximately

harder to find high quality companies trading below
their fair values. Morningstar currently gives as many
companies their lowest rating of 1 star (substantially
overvalued) as they have rated 5 stars (substantially
undervalued). While this is not necessarily a sign of
an impending bear market, it does mean that there
are fewer stocks trading at reasonable valuation levels.
Therefore, it is a time to exercise discipline in making

Favorite IPAD and Iphone Apps
Of course our favorite app is our own. To our
knowledge, we are one of only a few trust
companies that has an app that allows our
client to see their portfolio on the iphone and the ipad
(App store: TCV Mobile).

new purchases. We would prefer to run the risk of

Periodically we will review apps in our newsletter.

losing out on an investment opportunity as opposed to

This month we are excited about a financial

the risk of losing capital by overpaying for a stock. Like

program for the ipad that will be beneficial to many of

Billy Beane we believe we can build a winning team
(stock portfolio) by acquiring players (stocks) that are
not fully valued by the masses.

We wish you all a pleasant spring and for you
fellow baseball fans, ......
let’s play ball!

our clients (App store: RetirePlan).

We also found a program that will allow our
clients to stay in regular contact with their
family members and friends. But we need to warn you,
our client, this is highly addictive. It looks innocent. It is
just a simple Scrabble program that you can play with
others on either the ipad or the iphone. Be cautious.

hidden sensors
Jack Davidson

Shortly after I changed my snow tires, the tire

the mark. And the mark, in Negroponte’s view, is a bit

pressure warning light came on. Assuming that I had

and not an atom. He writes about atoms, which make

a malfunctioning sensor or a bad seal, I headed back

up physical, tangible objects such as CDs, books and

to the shop only to discover that my spare tire, after

letters, and he believes that in the future all forms of

years of inattention, had slowly lost enough pressure to

information that are now made of atoms (books, CDs,

trigger the warning light. I had wasted several hours

etc.) will eventually be turned into bits.

simply because it never dawned on me that my spare

He visualized the Kindle in its embryonic stage. My

tire had joined the growing list of wireless devices that

book-lined study, the newspaper waiting to be picked

now inhabit my world and needed to be checked. A

up on the porch,

world that is becoming not only more complicated, but

the

immediate. A world of sensors designed to help me if

records, they are

only I could understand them.

all history. It is sad,

CD’s

and

and it is inevitable.
So I started tabulating wireless devices: sensors in my

Surrender is our

tires, phones and TV remotes, wrist watches, table

only alternative. If, as you read this, your inner voice

alarms (set by satellite), wireless speakers, garage door

says, “I will never give up hard copy,” my bet is that

openers, lights, and a neighbor who remotely starts his

within two years you will be owning a Kindle.

car to avoid triggering his wireless motion detector.
I was not prepared for the future.

The list keeps growing.

Nor are many

Information Technology (IT) Departments.
Then it dawned on me. Do I understand the risk of
One of my responsibilities in the company is to protect

wireless?
After reading “Being Digital” in 1995, I concluded
that the author, Nicholas Negroponte, predicted a
future that I did not think would have a significant

data. When data is streamed through wires, it is easier
to control. Now, some of the data floats through the
air. Are we ready?

impact in my lifetime. He painted a picture of walking

Certainly, our staff is aware of the dangers of using

into a room and having buried sensors in the curtains

unsecured networks. Some free networks were set up

immediately alter the room temperature to adjust to

by hackers with the intent of stealing your data. Other

body temperature. Negroponte’s prescience is well

wireless networks, like those in schools, coffee shops,

known in technology circles. He predicted that touch-

restaurants, and hotels, are also often unsecured

screen technology and voice recognition software would

and vulnerable to hackers, who can use inexpensive

become the interfaces of choice.

programs that serve no other purpose than to steal

The phenomenal

growth of iPhones and iPads suggest that he was on

your data.

Wireless

Tablet purchases dominated the holiday sales, and the

(Digital Information Floating through the Air)

most popular one was the iPad. Growth in the use of these
devices is extraordinary in all sectors of our world. In a

After studying the iPad for about six months, I

business environment, it is very important that those using

concluded that it would very helpful to us in a number

a tablet or smart phone understand that they are now in

of ways, some obvious and some that might be classified

the world of the wireless. In a wired world, we can trace

as “intuitive.”

I thought I had sufficient business

wires and for the most part protect the data that passes

reasons, but only on-the-job utilization would reveal

through them. In the wireless world, we need to be very

the true extent of the value to us and our clients. I also

careful.

concluded that every employee should have an iPad.
For an employee-owned company, a decision of this
magnitude would ordinarily require a deliberative
process.

Uncharacteristically, both the decision

and the deployment were very rapid – so rapid that I
actually lost an iPad whose whereabouts continue to
remain a mystery.
Consequently, I immediately installed software that
will find a lost iPad. In the process, I inadvertently
found another sensor. I used a test subject in our
Burlington office and tracked an iPad from my laptop
to 286 College Street, where one would expect it to be.
But in so doing, I discovered that the software also
tracked the person’s iPhone, which I found about a
mile away. I zoomed in, selected a satellite view, and
discovered that the iPhone was on the sixth hole of the
Burlington Country Club, and in motion! That hurt;
client golf, and I didn’t get invited!

Not only is the iPad designed for transferring data
wirelessly (via either 3G or wi-fi) , it is designed to store
the data externally. Its slim case can hold a healthy
amount of data but probably not enough to keep both
you and Apple happy. Apple, for starters, wants to
sell you music, books, movies and software programs.
Over time, I am sure they will develop miniature hard
drives large enough to hold all the data hidden in the
slim iPad case. But their sales opportunities will be
greatly enhanced if they can get you to store your data
on their servers. Ipads are designed for Clouds.
The Cloud
There are many definitions of Cloud Computing. My
definition is a picture. Imagine a wireless connection
to one very big server in the sky that stores your data.
Clouds are provided by many organizations, and they
can be dangerous. They are frequently designed for
data mining. They are marketing sensors on a grand
scale. They are also targets for hackers. Companies
that do not control iPad and iPhone use are discovering
holes in their security networks. In the old days, the
IT department bought and controlled the company
devices. Now, the employees bring in their Christmas
gifts – the iPads, iPhone, Droids, etc. – and start storing
company data in the Cloud without the intervention
of the IT Departments. Historically, IT Departments

as obstacles to innovation, and

storage, your first concern is to prevent hijacking. The

some, if not many, companies still need to change their

best way to do this is with your password: the longer,

cultures in this regard.

the better. Using length, even more than complexity, is

were often viewed

the best way to ward off computers that can generate
thousands of passwords in mere seconds. The best
password combines both length and complexity,
but herein lies a problem. If you have to change your
password often, you may start to sacrifice both.

The Nobel Prize-winning physicist Richard
Feynman fooled his co-workers into thinking he
was an extraordinary code-cracker. They were
unaware that he simply walked around the office
at night and found their combinations on calendars
and scraps of paper.
© 2008 The New Yorker Collection from cartoonbank.com. All Rights Reserved.

There are different schools of thought on requiring
periodic password changes. The IT Department’s reflex

Fortunately, in our company, our auditor is very

is to tell our clients to change incomprehensible 15-digit

involved in the process. She is both creative and risk-

passwords often. Yet studies have shown that users will

averse. Innovators here don’t feel a need to bypass her,

simply create easy-to-remember passwords. We have

and I worry less about data security.

decided to lengthen the change cycle to five years for our
clients who access their statements. Our clients now can

How to R educe Cloud R isks
Recently, one of our investment managers received a
heartfelt e-mail from a client whose message said she
was stranded in Scotland after her purse was stolen.
She wanted us to send money by Western Union to their
office in Glasgow. We responded with two questions:

decide which school of thought to embrace, and they can
choose to change their passwords more often. Our staff,
on the other hand, have to use a newfangled fob that
is fed codes every minute from a satellite and change
a combination of 3 different passwords frequently in
order to gain access to similar account detail.

what was your mother’s maiden name, and where

It is also important that we do not use the same password

was your father born? The response was interesting.

for different important sites. Using the same password

The father, who had been born in San Diego, was in

twice for important data is hazardous.

the opinion of the responder born in Liverpool. When
we responded, noting the failure to furnish the right
answers to both questions, the return response was,

So yet again, protection becomes more difficult: complex,
lengthy passwords proliferate, and they are all different!

“Well, I was very tired last night when I received your

The answer may be a password manager program which

e-mail.” Our client’s e-mail account had been hijacked!

allows us to enter highly complex passwords that we

Whether you use a public cloud, such as Google’s Gmail

will not have to remember so long as we can remember

or I-Cloud, or a private cloud that we use for some

the one password necessary to get into the password

manager program. We are now testing Roboform.

3) Use the Cloud as a drop-off station where you

(Even if its Cloud were hacked, that wouldn’t reveal

transfer data to each device and then remove it from

all your passwords, since the program works by storing

the Cloud. Although more secure, this option is not

part of the encoding information in the Cloud and part

particularly user-friendly.

on your device. )

C onclusion

Syncing to the Cloud
As much as I love my iPhone and my iPad, I also
mourn the loss of the hard-cover book and the
depth of stereo phonograph records, which dwarf the
quality of f lat digital re-recordings. Furthermore,
I now have to stay continually vigilant regarding
security.
Perhaps one day we will coax the data genie back
If your desktop, tablet and smartphone can sync, you

inside the safety of wires and cables. Some of us

may be able to gain access to the same information

are waiting for the “Negroponte Switch.” Prescient

on the road, at home, and work. If you have a need

Nicholas Negroponte predicted some time ago that

to synchronize your data, you probably have three

digital information that is currently going through

options:

the ground (i.e, in wires and cables) will eventually

1) You can sync solely to the Cloud. Unfortunately, you
create a risk that the information will be unavailable if
you do not have internet access or if the Cloud is ever
hacked.

pass through the air, which is where we are today.
He also predicted that the data would soon return to
the ground after new high-speed broadband cables
alter our lives yet again.

2) You can also use the Cloud to store information in

I would like to take comfort in the “Switch” but,

two or more locations so that if you do not have access

unfortunately, my imagination again fails me.

to the information on the internet, you will be able to

cannot imagine my colleague tethering her device

retrieve it from your laptop or desktop. In addition,

on the golf course.

multiple storage locations will provide backup if your
hard drive malfunctions or your Cloud gets hacked.
Unfortunately, information on the Cloud

may be

vulnerable. James Fallows, in the November 19th issue
of Atlantic Monthly last year, discussed the aftermath
when his wife’s Gmail account was hijacked and all
of her correspondence, photos, and other records for
a six-year period simply vanished. She had stored
everything on Google without a copy on her hard drive.
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